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 The right to access legal information and supporting 
the Rule of law
 Ignorance is no excuse

 State own submission to its law

 Equality before the law

 To contribute to the accessibility to justice

 Strengthening the judicial system
 Transparency

 Integrity

 Efficiency



 Lexum

 Governments

 Courts and Tribunals

 CanLII

 Publishers



 Understand the needs

 Build the capacity to answer those needs

 Develop a efficient response to the needs

 Needs satisfaction leads to subsequent reinvestments –
when needs are served, users and stakeholders will 
support FAL

 The government factor…
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 Needs
 Growing legal information costs (25% over 3 years), results of 

digitization, concentration, loss of control, inadequate 
information channels

 Capacity to answer the needs
 Internet, IT developments in courts, LexUM, support of the  

source organizations (1993) 

 Response to the needs (1993-2000)
 LexUM’s and governments various free access to law web sites
 Initial FAL activities led to more FAL: CanLII

 Subsequent reinvestment and support to FAL (2000 up to 
now
 CanLII led to more CanLII, in quantity and quality



 Securing access to legal information
 Costs

 Long-term costs control and availability

 Improving legal information ecology
 Bringing in some “normality”

 Favoring fair legal publishers’ pricing

 Serving the competency and the competitiveness of 
legal professionals

 Saving money

 [Sometime, the only way…]





 The CanLII site appeared on August 24, 2000 

 Bilingual, French and English

 Legislation (100 k documents)
 Historical versions going back to 2003

 Point-in-time access

 Case Law (1 M judgments)
 170 databases

 Scope is over 20 years for appellate jurisdictions

 Reflex – the CanLII citator – manages millions of links

 Daily Usage: 20,000 visits (or 2 M hits a day)



• At inception
 The Federation of Law Societies of Canada worked with 

LexUM to create a virtual law library
 LexUM was a UdeM lab
 CanLII was a not for profit corporation governed by a 

board with law societies representatives
 A part-time manager liaised with LexUM

• Since April 1st 2010
 CanLII owns the CanLII web site
 Lexum – now a privately owned corporation – provides 

the resources needed for the maintenance and operation 
of the CanLII site under a service agreement













 Over 2,000 lawyers have been surveyed in 2008

 40% use CanLII more than once a week

 43% state that they can accomplish 50% or more of 
their legal research work with CanLII

 71% find that CanLII allows them to reduce their costs 
for legal information

Source: CanLII’s Survey, CanLII Blog




